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China
A Guide to Reference Sources in English and Chinese

This new guide to selected reference sources in the McGill Libraries for Sinology, the study of the language, history, literature and
civilization of China, is a greatly expanded version of the guide published in 1982.  Since that earlier edition our collection of
Chinese language reference materials has grown substantially and the Chinese-Japanese-Korean collection continues to be enriched
into a solid basic collection.  Therefore, the incorporation of Chinese language tools in this new guide is a major change.

A second change is the appearance of electronic reference resources noted in Section VII. A. 1.  We encourage users of this
bibliographic guide to refer to the East Asian Studies subject page by clicking from the Libraries home page to the Subject Guides
page and select East Asian Studies: http://www.library.mcgill.ca/human/SUBGUIDE/eastasia/eastasia.htm
Here you will find a variety of electronic guides, indexes, and full-text materials

The Government Documents Department of McLennan-Redpath Library is an important repository of both reference materials and
original documents pertaining to China.  They include the publications of the United States Joint Publications Research Service
which include a vast array of translations from original sources.  Transdex Index (US1 JPRS W55 Govt. Docs) provides thorough
indexing of this series.  For electronic sources click on Databases by Subject from the Libraries home page and select the category,
Government Documents:
 http://www.library.mcgill.ca/cdroms/javaindex.htm

Newspapers, whether in microform or original paper are located in our Serials and Microforms Service.  A card file of newspapers
in the McGill Libraries organized by place of publication is available for consulation at the Reference Desk.  An excellent source for
newspapers published in China, both in Chinese and in Western languages, is the Center for Research Libraries.  As a member
library, McGill may borrow from the CRL collection on behalf of its users;  we benefit from their newspapers, periodicals, press
summaries and clipping file on China.  Complete information is available at the Interlibrary Loans Service in McLennan.

This guide should be used in conjunction with the Reference Department’s other guides to reference resources in such pertinent
areas as political science, international relations, linguistics, etc., all of which are available for consultation at the Reference Desk.

If you have any difficulty using this bibliography or the reference sources listed in it, please do not hesitate to ask for assistance at
the Reference Desk.

This bibliography was compiled by Su Chen, Library Technical Services, and edited by Suzy M. Slavin, Reference Department.
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I. Guides to the Literature

Chu Wan-li / . Ku chi tao tu / . : , 1964.   

Z1035.8 C5C5 McL CJK

Designed as a guide to Chinese classics for university students, it includes 79 important works in the traditional four-part
classification system: Classics, History, Philosophy and Literature.

Herbert, P. A. and Chiang T. Chinese Studies Research Methodology.  Hong Kong:  Chinese Material Center,  1982.

DS734.95 H47 1982 McL Ref

Designed for students who want to carry out research for their theses more effectively. It consists three parts: Chinese
studies and its source materials; tools and procedures for research in Chinese; a list of selected reference works. Pinyin
system is applied throughout and Chinese characters are provided where needed.

Loewe, Michael. Early Chinese Texts: A Bibliographical Guide. Berkeley: The Society for the Study of Early China, 1993.   

Z3102 E37 1993 McL Ref

Designed for people who are familiar with the fundamental developments of China’ s literary and historical traditions. 68
early texts are treated generally in aspects of content, authorship, commentaries and editions, text history, study and
translation, and index. Wade-Giles romanization system is applied throughout along with Chinese characters where they
needed. Miscellaneous information including bibliographical sources, chronological tables and index of Chinese, Japanese
and Western Scholars.

Wilkinson, Endymion. Chinese History : A Manual. Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 1998.

DS735 W695 1998 McL Ref

Although the title implies only history, this is a comprehensive guide to research on traditional Chinese civilization and
history as well as to the main primary sources and tools from the Shang( ) to the Qing( ). The work contains five parts:
basics that include language, dictionaries, people, geography, statistics, libraries etc; pre-Qin sources; historical genres;
literary and other primary sources; and primary sources by period. Pinyin system is used throughout and Chinese characters
are used where needed. Separate index of names, titles of books and subject are included.

Wolff, Ernst. Chinese Studies: A Bibliographic Manual. San Francisco: Chinese Materials Center, 1981.   

Z3106 W64 1981 McL Ref

Most obvious reference works and important periodicals primarily in Chinese or English with few in Japanese are covered.
Entries are grouped into 17 subject headings and arranged arbitrarily within in each heading. Chinese characters are used
where needed and Wade-Giles system used throughout. No index.

Zurndorfer, Harriet T. China Bibliography : A Research Guide to Reference Works About China Past and Present. Leiden,
New

York, Koln: E. J. Brill, 1995.   

Z3106 Z87 1995 McL Ref

Designed as a systematic guide to the most obvious sources of China studies in both Chinese and English, in which pre-
modern, modern and contemporary publications are covered. The entries are organized into ten categories: bibliographies;
journals and newspapers; biography in China; China’ s geography; dictionaries; encyclopedias, yearbooks, and statistics;
Tsung-shu and miscellaneous collected works; indexes and concordances; the Chinese calendar; translations. Introductions
proceed each category. Chinese characters for Chinese names and titles are provided where it needed and Wade-Giles
romanization system is used throughout. Indexes of persons, titles and subjects are included.
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II.  Encyclopedias

Hook, Brian. The Cambridge Encyclopedia of China. 2
nd

 ed. Cambridge, New York, Port Chester Cambridge University
Press,

1991.

DS705 C35 1991 McL Ref

Second edition is organized into 7 categories: land and resources; peoples; society; the continuity of China; the mind and
senses of China; art and architecture; science and technology: historical perspective. Miscellaneous materials including
maps, charts, glossary, statistics, Wade-Giles / Pinyin convention, illustrations, further readings and etc. The information is
current to the end of 1989.

Perkins, Dorothy. Encyclopedia of China: The Essential Reference to China, Its History and Culture. New York : Facts on File,
1999.

DS705 P47 1999 McL Ref

Provides alphabetic entries on various aspects of the history and culture of China, culled from such categories as major
cities; geography and climate; animals, birds, vegetation; historical eras and figures from ancient to contemporary;
government and politics; business and economics; religion sects, leaders, temples, festivals; language and writing system;
literature; fine arts; crafts and architecture; family structure; food and customs; daily life and popular culture; spots and
martial arts; important Chinese figures outside of mainland China; and important Westerners in China. Pinyin and Wade-
Giles are used for common terms. See references, suggested reading and index are included.

Wang, Ke-wen. Modern China: An Encyclopedia of History, Culture and Nation. New York, London : Garland Publishing,
1998.   

DS705 M63 1998 McL Ref

The work, as its title suggests, discusses China chiefly from a historical perspective. A table of content under subjects
proceed the text: Arts; Beiyan government; Civil wars; Communist revolution; Economy; Ethnic minorities; external
conflicts; Guomindang rule; Hong Kong; Institutions; Intellectual currents; Late Qing reforms; Literature; Military groups;
People’s Republic; personalities; political organizational popular uprisings; publications; Republican revolution; secret
societies; Sino-Japanese relations; Sino-Russian relations; Sino-western relations; society; Taiwan; treaties and women.
Entries organized alphabetically and all articles are signed and references follow.

III. Dictionaries

A. Subject Dictionaries

Chung-kuo tien yin da tzu tien / . :  , 1995.

PN1993.5 C4C5369 1995 McL CJK

6139 entries cover not only films made in China, Taiwan and Hong Kong since 1905 but also film terminology, research
institute, schools, festivals, awards, magazines, and cinemas etc.  About 2000 entries were specifically designed to cover
screenplay writers, directors, actors and actresses, and photographers; about 2150 entries cover films only.  Appendixes
include a list of awards in China, Taiwan and Hong Kong; as well as international. Subject index by number of radical is
included. Entries are in Pinyin order.

Chung yao ta tzu tien / . . :  , 1977. 2v.
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RS180 C5C4849 1977 McL CJK

The dictionary contains 5767 kind of Matura on which that Chinese traditional drugs are based, among them 4773 herbs,
740 animal, 82 mineral and 172 ingredients of manufacturing Chinese traditional drugs. Each entry includes Pinyin,
Chinese characters, variation names, physical descriptions, functions, usage etc. Indexes are available in volume 2.

Dillon, Michael. China: A Cultural and Historical Dictionary. Surrey: Curzon, 1998.   

DS733 C58523 1998 McL Ref

Compiled by specialists from the Department of East Asian Studies at the University of Durham, presents approximately
1500 entries covering Chinese civilization from Beijing Man to the present. Subjects include history, art, archaeology,
politics, literature, philosophy, sociology etc. Entries are in Pinyin order, Chinese characters are included where needed.

Eberhard, Wolfram. A Dictionary of Chinese Symbols : Hidden Symbols in Chinese Life and Thought.  London, New York:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1986.

DS721 E32613 1986 McL Ref

The book contains about 400 symbols related to Chinese in their everyday lives. English, romanization and Chinese
characters for each symbol as well as a brief explanation of meanings of symbol are included. Entries arranged
alphabetically.

Johnson, Graham Edwin.   Historical Dictionary of Guangzhou (Canton) and Guangdong. Lanham, Md., London: Scarecrow
Press, 1999.

DS796 C2J64 1999 McL Ref

Covers Guangzhou city ( ) and Guangdong province ( ) each followed by a bibliography. Miscellaneous
information includes maps, abbreviations, glossary, chronology of Chinese dynasties, Qing Dynasty, chronology of
Guangzhou and Guangdong. Pinyin system is used throughout. No index.

Leung, Pak-Wah. Historical Dictionary of Revolutionary China, 1839-1976. New York, Westport (Conn.), London:
Greenwood

Press, 1992.

DS740.2 H57 1992 McL Ref

The work covers revolutionary events, ideas, personalities, battles, and organizations in China from 1839 to 1976. The
length of each entry is one or two pages long; all articles are signed and some of them with references. Entries are arranged
alphabetically. Index by Wade-Giles and Pinyin is included.

Li, Kwok-sing. A Glossary of Political Terms of the People's Republic of China. Hong Kong: The Chinese University of Hong
Kong, 1995.         

DS777.75 L5513 1995 McL Ref

The work contains more than 500 political terms which have appeared in China since 1949. The author traces the origin of
each term and explains its meaning and significance. The length of entry varies from ten pages to a sentence. Entries are in
Pinyin order. Indexes of terms in Chinese by radical and in English by alphabetical order are included.

Mackeras, Colin … [et al.]. Dictionary of the Politics of the People's Republic of China. London, New York: Routledge, 1998.

DS777.75 D53 1998 McL Ref
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The dictionary aims to provide information for students of Chinese politics, especially on the reform period since 1978.
Entries cover personnel, institutions and organizations, movements, policies etc. Pinyin system is used throughout with a
few exceptions. The information is current to mid 1997. Index and further reading are included.

A New English-Chinese Medical Dictionary / . :  , 1976.

R121 H84 1976 McL CJK

Based on the Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary (W13 D711a 1994 Hlth Ref) this work contains over 200,000
medical term as well as terms in biology, chemistry, and physics. Some terms accompanied by their Latin or Greek
equivalent.

Olson, James S.  An Ethnohistorical Dictionary of China. Westport (Conn.): Greenwood Press, 1998.   

DS730 O74 1998 McL Ref

Approximately 1000 entries cover major ethnic groups in China, Taiwan and Tibet. Entry length varies from one short
paragraph to 5 pages long. Miscellaneous information includes populations of nationalities in China, chronology of Chinese
history, and autonomous ethnic political units in China. Index arranged alphabetically. 

Sullivan, Lawrence R. Historical Dictionary of the People's Republic of China, 1949-1997.  Lanham (Md.), London: The
Scarecrow Press, 1997.

DS777.55 S85 1997 McL Ref

This dictionary offers entries on significant persons, places and events. Pinyin is used with exceptions of Taiwan names.
Miscellaneous information includes maps, charts and chronology of 1911 to 1997. Selected English-language materials on
People’ s Republic of China along with selected Internet sites are included in the end of the book.

III.  Dictionaries

B. Language Dictionaries

Han yu ta tzu tien / . : , 1988. 12v.

PL1420 H349 1988 McL CJK

The biggest language dictionary published by China contains 370,000 characters with 50,000,000 combination entries
treated mainly from historical perspectives, arranged by radicals with indexes by radical proceed each volume.

Mathews Robert Henry. Mathews' Chinese English Dictionary. Rev. Am. ed. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press,
1943.

PL1455 M34 McL Ref

Lists about 15,000 words with over 100,000 illustrations from classics, general literature, newspapers and legal documents.
Characters arranged in groups according to the Chinese Phonetic Script Classification followed by the romanized spelling
of the modified Wade-Giles. Broader definitions of meanings grouped according to the frequency of use.   Appendices
include radicals, radical-based index of characters, and list of characters containing obscure radicals. Auxiliary tables cover
dynasties (a detailed chart), celestial, hoary and solar tables, Chinese numerals.
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The Pinyin Chinese-English Dictionary / . Beijing: Commercial Press, 1979.

PL1455 H34 McL Ref

The most widely used dictionary of contemporary usage. Roughly 6000 character entries contain more than 50,000
combinations, arranged by pinyin with an index by radicals.

Tzu hai / . . : , 1989. 4v.

PL1420 T86 1989 McL CJK

This 1989 edition contains ancient as well as contemporary usage of 16534 characters with 120,000 combination entries,
arranged by radicals with an index by pinyin in the volume 4.

Tzu yuan / . . , 1979. 4v.

PL1420 T9 1979 McL CJK

The essential dictionary of reading Chinese rare books and classical materials covers only ancient usage of Chinese word,
combination and phrase from the early time to 1840.

IV. Handbooks

China Statistical Yearbook / Chung-kuo tung chi nien chien / 1998. , 1998.

HA4631 S83 Lib. has: 1988-   Latest in GovDocs Ref

This bilingual annual statistics publication covers data in 1997 and some selected data in historically important years and
the most recent ten years at national level and local levels of province autonomous region and municipalities directly under
the central government which reflects various aspects of China’ s social and economic development. Organized under 22
categories including, for example, sports, public health, science and culture, foreign tread and economic cooperation etc.
For statistical data of China in 1981, 1983-1987, please see Statistical Yearbook of China HA4631 S83 Mcl.

Farquhar, David M. The Government of China Under Mongolian Rule: A Reference Guide. Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag,
1990.

JQ1508 F37 1990 McL Ref

The work is the first comprehensive scholarly handbook on Mongolian government in China. It describes the government of
China in 1332, when China was under the control of the Mongolian Yuan dynasty. Eight chapters discuss political persons
in Yuan China; service agencies of the imperial court; advisory, ideological and religious agencies of the emperor; the civil
administration and its service agencies; agencies for control and security; agencies of the administration of fiefs and special
populations; governments of provinces other than the metropolitan; and units of local government.  Wade-Giles system is
used and Chinese characters are included. The general index,  the Chinese index  and the Mongolian index are in
alphabetical order.

Hucker, Charles O. A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China. Stanford, Calif. : Stanford University Press, 1985.

JQ1512.Z13 T574 1985 McL Ref

This reference tool is for students and scholars who work with sources dating from or relating to pre-modern Chinese times.
The work identifies and defines 8291 official titles, agency names and related terminology, in which differing usage are
explained. 92 page of introduction proceeds the dictionary. Each entry includes Wade-Giles romanization form, English
translation and Chinese characters. Index of English renderings and Chinese terms are included.

Lieberthal, Kenneth. A Research Guide to Central Party and Government Meetings in China, 1949-1986. Armonk, N.Y. : M.E.
Sharpe,  1989.
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JQ1519 A5L474 1989

The work provides information on 511 top-level meetings convened by Chinese officials between 1949 and 1986. Entries
are organized in chronologically and each entry includes: date, type, place, attendance, major agenda, speeches and reports,
documents passed, other decisions and finally remarks by the author. Index to the meeting summaries is provided.

Mackerras, Colin. The Cambridge Handbook of Contemporary China. Cambridge, New York : Cambridge University Press,
1991.   

DS706 M24 1991 McL Ref

This work aims to present accurate information, dates and statistics concerning contemporary the People’s Republic of
China. It organized into 11 categories: chronology; politics; eminent contemporary figures; bibliography; foreign relations;
population; gazetteer; China’ s minority nationalities; education; culture and society. The information is current to April
30, 1990.

Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of China. 1975- Taipei: Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting & Statistics, Executive
Yuan, Republic of China.

HA4646 A183a Lib. has: 1975-   Latest in GovDocs Ref

Uses statistical tables to report social-economic development in Taiwan for the period from 1968 to 1997. Divided into 16
categories including, for example, land and climate, population and housing, social welfare, national economics, industry,
prices and administration etc.

V.  Biography

Bartke, Wolfgang. Biographical Dictionary and Analysis of China's Party Leadership, 1922-1988. Munchen ; New York : K.G.
Saur, 1990.

JQ1519 A5B288 1990 McL Ref

The work aims to provide a comprehensive view to the Central Committees of Chinese Communist Party since its funding
in 1921. Contains brief biographies of the 1094 cadres, who have held positions as members or alternate members in the
2nd – 13th Central Committees; followed by Politburo members and alternate members of 5th - 13th Central Committees
along with their photos and details ranging from age structure to education; concludes with analyses of the 2nd –13th
Central Committees from 1922 to 1988 ranging from father’ s occupation to the member’ s education level. Biography entry
in Pinyin form and Chinese characters. Index of persons included. For detailed information on 348 members of the 12th

CCP Central Committees, please see Bartke, Wolfgang. China's New Party Leadership: Biographies and Analysis of the
Twelfth Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party JQ1519 A5B32 1985 ML Ref.

Bartke, Wolfgang. Who's Who in the People's Republic of China. 3
rd 

 ed. 2v. Munchen, London, New York, Paris: K. G.
Saur,

1991.

DS778 A1B33 1991 McL Ref

The book is a revised and enlarged edition of the first edition that was published in 1981. The first edition contains 2026
biographies; the second edition contains 3700 biographies and 917 of these biographies are in the second edition; the third
edition contains 4120 biographies and 40% of the contents of the second edition is included. Entries are in Pinyin order.
Information is current to June 1990.

Biographical Dictionary of Republican China. New York, Columbia University Press, 1967-1971. 4v.

DS778 AlB5 McL Ref
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Detailed articles are supplemented by a short bibliography at the end of volumes 1-3.  The final volume is a comprehensive
bibliography of sources used as well as works of biographies. The dictionary covers the period 1911 to 1949 and
supplements the U.S. Library of Congress Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period (DS734 U65 1943 McL), which is a record
of historical figures in the period 1644 - 1912.

A Biographical Dictionary of Modern Chinese Writers / Beijing: New World Press, 1994.   

PL2277 B5613 1994 McL Ref

Aims to serve as who is who in Chinese literature for foreign readers. It provides extensive information on a wide range of
about 700 Chinese literary authors and their works. Entries are in Pinyin order, name widely know in Wade-Giles are also
provided in brackets.

Giles, Herbert A. A Chinese Biographical Dictionary. [Reprint of the London 1898] Taipei, Ch'eng-wen Publishing Co., 1968.

DS734 G46 1968 McL Ref

Biographies of prominent Chinese from ancient times to the end of the nineteenth century. The entries are brief and are
often recitals of colorful incidents. Wade-Giles is used as well as variations of names and Chinese characters.

Lee, Kam Hing. Biographical Dictionary of the Chinese in Malaysia. Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia :
Pelanduk

Publications, 1997.

DS595.2 C5L43 1997 Islamics, Ref

An alphabetical according of  280 Malaysia Chinese who are considered to have made contributions to the Chinese
community in Malaysia as well as Malaysian society. Pinyin is used for association names exclusively regardless the
previous spelling; also used for some individual names. A list of individual names and their Chinese characters is
included. No index.

Lee, Lily Xiaohong.   Biographical Dictionary of Chinese Women : The Qing Period 1644-1911. Armonk : M. E. Sharp, 1998.   

HQ1767.5 A3B56 1998 McL Ref

Covers some 200 biographies of Chinese women throughout the Qing period including women from Manchu, Mongolian,
Taiwan, Hong Kong and other ethnic minorities and includeing women from different classes in different working fields. A
finding list by background or fields of endeavor proceeds the text. All articles are signed and supplemented by
bibliographies. Name glossary in both Pinyin and Chinese characters is provided. Entries are in Pinyin order.

Ming jen chuan chi tzu liao so yin / . .  : , 1964.  2 v.

Z3108 A35C53 1964 McL Ref

Includes 9,500 biographies of Ming dynasty. Chinese name and Chinese characters are included where needed. Descriptions
are extensive. Articles are signed and bibliographies follow. Entries are in Wade-Giles alphabetical order. Indexes of names
and subjects are included. A list of reference works for compiling this biography is also included.

Paludan, Ann. Chronicle of the Chinese Emperors: The Reign-by-Reign Record of the Rulers of Imperial China. London:
Thames and Hudson Ltd., 1998.   

DS734 P35 1998 McL Ref

The work covers 162 emperors from 221 BC to 1911 AD, organized into 4 broad categories: the early empires; confusion,
reunification and the golden age; chaos, diplomacy and invasion; and revival and collapse. Pinyin system is used
throughout. Brief biographical information of emperor along with important historical events in his or her reign is included.
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A Handbook of Tibetan Culture: A Guide to Tibetan Centers and Resources Throughout the World. See Section VI, B.

Wixted, John Timothy. Japanese Scholars of China: A Bibliographical Book. Lewiston: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1992.

DS734.8 W58 1992 McL Ref

Lists more than 1500 Japanese scholars of China along with their bibliography and area of expertise.  Scholars’ name in
both romanization form and Japanese characters. Entries are in alphabetical order.

VI. Directories

            A. Political

China Directory in Pinyin and Chinese. 1984-, Tokyo.

JQ1507 C527 Lib. has: 1984-  Latest in McL Ref

Compiled form the standpoint of personnel appointments in China and Hong Kong. The 1999 edition includes
approximately 3000 members of the 9th National People’ s Congress, members of the new cabinet of the State Council, and
newly appointed provincial-level heads; it also includes latest titles of approximately 10,000 persons. Appendix includes
161 major organizations with their contact information. Entries are in both English and Chinese. Name indexes in Chinese
characters and Pinyin form are provided.

The Directory of Chinese Government Organs. 1990- , Hong Kong.

JQ1507 D57 McL Ref  Lib. has: 1992-3

The directory is divided into two parts: the central organs and the provincial and municipal organs. The first part contains
detailed contact information in both English and Chinese and main functions of organizations. The second part contains
contact information of provincial and municipal organizations. Brief biographies of premier and vice-premier of State
Council and State Councilors proceed the text. Information is current to October of 1992.

Lamb, Malcolm. Directory of Officials and Organizations in China : A Quarter-Century Guide. Armonk, N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe,
1994.

JQ1507 L36 1994 McL Ref

The directory is intended for analysts of political and organizational developments in China since the Cultural Revolution.
It follows organizational and personnel change over the period form October 1968 to June 1993. About 10,000 entries
grouped into 30 sections and in alphabetical order. Name index in Pinyin form and Chinese characters is provided.

VI. Directories

B.  Cultural

Chinese Universities and Colleges. 2nd ed. Compiled by Chinese Education Association for International Exchange. Beijing :
Higher Education Press, c1994.

L961 C6C45 1994 Ref (Calendar Room)

The work contains 1062 higher education institutions in China that officially recognized by the State Education
Commission of the PRC in 1993. Each entry includes contact information, number of undergraduate and graduate students,
faculties, departmental information, library holdings; some even include a brief history. Entries are arranged by province
and in alphabetical order. Index in both English and Chinese is included.
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Council on East Asian Libraries Directory. [Ann Arbor, MI] : Association for Asian Studies, 1996. Also at
http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/~felsing/ceal/welcome.html

Z3001 D57 McL Ref

The directory consists of five parts. Part 1. East Asian collections in the United States and Canada;  part 2. East Asian
collections in other countries;  part 3. Other resources for East Asian Librarianship;  part 4. CEAL members and personal
subscribers; part 5. CEAL subscribers. Contact information for organizations and staff included. Personal name index is
provided.

A Handbook of Tibetan Culture: A Guide to Tibetan Centers and Resources Throughout the World. London, Sydney: Rider,
1993.   

DS786 H327 1993 McL Ref

The main body of the work includes a directory of international resources; biographies of contemporary lamas and scholars;
and glossary of Tibetan, Buddhist and Sanskrit terms. Index of resources and biographies are provided.

VII. Bibliography

A. General

1. Current (Indexes & Abstracting Tools)

Bibliography of Asian Studies [computer file] 1998-,  Ann Arbor, Mich. http://bas.umdl.umich.edu/b/bas/

The on-line version of the Bibliography of Asian Studies contains more than 420,000 records on all subjects (especially
humanities and social sciences) pertaining to East, Southeast, and South Asia published worldwide from 1971 to the
present. In addition to using the powerful search function, users can also browse by country/region, by subject, or by journal
title.  For earlier coverage see printed version of Bibliography of Asian Studies Ref. Z3001 B49, and Cumulative
Bibliography of Asian Studies Ref. Z3001 C93. For other electronic sources, please consult subject guide to East Asian
Studies at http://www.library.mcgill.ca/human/subguide/eastasia.htm

2. Retrospective

Bibliography of Chinese Government Serials, 1880-1949 : Material in Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace /  
:  1880 - 1949. Compiled by Tung, Julia. California: Hoover Institute, 1979.   

Z3105 S75 1979 McL CJK

The work contains periodical titles published by the Chinese government dated from 1880 to 1949. Entries arranged
alphabetically. Indexes of subject, Chinese titles and publishers are included.

Ching hsueh yen chiu lun chu mu lu, 1912-1987 /  1912-197. : ,  1994.   

Z3102 C473 1994 McL CJK

Lists titles of 1800 monograph, 9000 journal articles, 800 newspaper articles, 3000 papers and 280 theses by researchers
form Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and China on Chinese Classics. Entries are organized into 11 topics and further
divided by subject. Entries are arranged basically by chronological order with many exceptions within subdivision. Author
index by number of radicals is provided in volume 2.

Ching shih kao i wen chih chi pu pien / . : , 1982.  2v.

Z3101 C475 1982 McL CJK
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This bibliography unlike other dynastic bibliographies covers 10, 438 titles limited to Qing authors. Entries are organized
according to Chinese four-part classification system and further subdivided by subjects. Indexes of titles and authors by
four-corner system and by number of radical are available.   

Chung-hua ming chu yao chi ching chuan / . : , 1994.   

Z1035.8 C5C5233 1994 McL CJK

Contains extensive annotation of 1300 important works appeared/published before 1911 in China. Each entry includes
information such as history of edition, biographical information of author, abstract of content, commentaries and researches
on the work and etc. All entries are signed and references are included. Index of titles by Pinyin alphabetical order, author
index by number of radical and index of English translation of titles are provided.

Chung-kuo hsien tai wen hsueh chi kan mu lu hui pien / . : , 1988. 2v.

Z3108 L5C5627 1988 McL CJK

Includes table of contents for available issues as well as introductions of 276 Chinese contemporary literature periodicals
appeared between 1915 and 1948. Entries arranged chronologically with an index of periodical titles by radicals proceeds
the text. Separate indexes of authors and libraries in which journals available.

Chung-kuo hsueh shu ming chu t i yao / . : ,  1992.   

Z3108 L5C5635 1992 McL CJK

Provides extensive annotation of about 3000 important works which appeared /published before 1949 in subjects of
literature; art; language; history; philosophy; religion; classics; economics; politics and laws; education and technology in
China. Each entry contains information about a work such as title and varying form of title, number of chapters, editions,
authorship and biographical information, abstract of content, influences of the work, and secondary criticism. Individual
volume does not include an index.

Documents on Contemporary China, 1949-1975 : A Selected  Collection in Microfiche. Greenwich, Conn. : JAI Press, c1976-
c1977.  2v.

Z3108 A5D62 McL Ref

Volume 1 Cultural Revolution: Red Guard Translations covers Red Guard serial, and non-serial publications. Entries are in
Wade-Giles form and English translations, and information such as subjects, publication date, place and publisher also
included. Volume 2, Bibliography, consists of bibliographies in microfiche including Enactments of Party and Government,
Research and Analysis Reports, Leadership Information / Bibliography / Reference, and Provincial Municipal Data. Subject
index is provided in both volumes. Material is available on interlibrary loan from the Center for Research Libraries.

Hayford, Charles W. China. Oxford : CLIO Press, 1997.   

Z3106 C472 1997 McL Ref

Contains annotations of 1502 selected monographs and journals, primarily in English. The entries cover 44 subjects
ranging from history to food, from geology to fine arts etc. Indexes of author, title and subject are included.

Jih-pen yen chiu ching hsueh lun chu mu lu, 1900-1992 /  1900 - 1992 .  : ,  1993.   

Z3102 J54 1993 McL CJK

Lists 7263 titles of monographs and journal articles by Japanese scholars or scholars from other countries than Japan about
Chinese Classics which appeared in Japanese publication from 1900 to 1992.  Index of author is included.

Kuo li chung yang tu shu kuan chi kan mu lu / . : , 1966.   
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Z6945 C585 1966 McL CJK

Lists about 900 periodical titles in Chinese as well as 1052 in other languages collected by National Central Library of
Taiwan. Entries contain information such as romanization of Chinese periodical titles, the publishing period, compiler, and
number of volume. Entries are arranged alphabetically for both sections.

Li, Sheng-to / . Mu hsi hsuan ts ang shu t i chi chi shu lu / . : ,  1985.

Z3109 L52 1985 McL CJK

The work consists two parts: part one contains annotation of 173 works collected by the owner of  regarding the
process of collecting these books as well as textual criticism; part two contains annotations of 1464 works. Entries are
arranged according to Chinese four-part classification system. Index of titles in part one and two is included.

Lo, Karl.  A Guide to the Ssu Pu Tsung Kan. Lawrence : University of Kansas Libraries, 1965.   

Z7059 L75 1965 McL CJK

An index to 465 titles included in the . Indexes of authors and titles are in Wade-Giles alphabetical order.

Shen, Chin / . Mei-kuo Ha-fo ta hsueh Ha-fo Yen-ching tu shu kuan Chung wen shan pen shu chih /   
. : , 1999.

Z1029 S486 1999 McL CJK

Contains 1433 Chinese rare books dated in South Song, Yuan and Ming dynasties  (1127-1644) collected by the Harvard-
Yenching Library. Each entry contains information such as title, authorship, abstract, edition, call number, detailed
physical description, carving workers, indication of libraries who collected the same edition, indication of whether or not
been included in the  or . Some entries contain biographical information of authors or collators.
Entries are classified according to Chinese five-part classification system: Classics, History, Philosophy, Literature and
Collected works. Indexes of authors and titles by four-corner system and radical are provided.

West, Andrew C. Catalogue of the Morrison Collection of Chinese Books. London: School of Oriental and African Studies,
1998.

Z3109 W27 1998 McL Ref

Contains annotations of 893 titles of Morrison Collection which is one of the largest and most extensive collection of Qing
dynasty books collected by a British missionary. Entries are grouped according to Chinese traditional five-part classification
system: Classics, History, Philosophy, Literature and Collected works. Entries are in Chinese scripts and Pinyin. Brief
contents in English, physical descriptions and publication information in Chinese. Pinyin system is used throughout. Index
of titles and authors are provided.

Zhu, Baotian. Annotated Catalog of Naxi Pictographic Manuscripts in the Harvard-Yenching Library. Cambridge: Harvard
University, 1997.

Z3109 C48 1997 McL Ref

Naxi ( ) are a minority nationality in the northwestern part of Yunan province in China. The language they use is
pictography known as Dongba wen ( ). This annotated bibliography contains 598 Naxi works in pictography collected
by the Harvard-Yenching Library. Works are mainly religious materials and organized into 13 topic. Each entry contains
title of the manuscript in pictographs,  romanization of title, a Chinese translation of the title, brief contents, note, date,
dimension, number of leaves, author etc.

VII. Bibliography

B. By Subject 
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 1. Archaeology

Chung-kuo k ao ku hsueh wen hsien mu lu, 1949-1966 / , 1949-1966.  . : ,
1979.

Z3108 A8C48 1979 McL CJK

Part one contains 537 monographs and part two contains 7000 learned articles from 184 journals and 50 newspapers about
Chinese archaeology which appeared between 1949 and 1966. Entries are further divided by topics and subjects.

Lowe, C. The Roots of China: A Bibliographic Guide to the Studies of Antiquities and Archaeological Finds Beginning From
the

Yellow River Basin Era. Wuchang (China), San Francisco: House of Overflowing Felicities, 1994.   

DS715 L59 1994 McL CJK

A large portion of the work is an introduction to writings on selected Chinese archaeological topics. The bibliography (pp.
83-97) includes 39 periodical titles in both English and Chinese, 132 monographs in English, and 147 Chinese titles, some
of them with very brief annotations.

2. Economics

Chao, Nai-tuan / . Pi sha lu / . ,  1980.  2v.

Z7164 E2C454 1980 McL CJK

Section 1 records scholars who discuss economic issues in their works dating back from Chun Chiu Chan Kuo to Ching
dynasty ( ). Section 2 contains abstracts of 202 works of economic thought scattered in Collected works of
Classics and Philosophies, as well as Sun ( ) and Mao's ( ) economic thought. Section 3 and 4 list 253 economics
works and Section 5 includes an index to 597 journal articles and monographs. The library owns only volume one.

Weickert, Carolyn. The Chinese Economy 1978-1994: An Annotated Bibliography of Western Language Sources. California:
Accolade Press, 1995.   

Z3108 E2W4 1995 McL Ref

Contains brief descriptions of 896 works that attempts to provide comprehensive access to the Western language scholarship
and information on China’ s economic development and its sociopolitical consequences during the reform (1978-1994).
Entries are grouped into 14 categories, including, for example, agriculture, rural development and urbanization; banking,
non-government finance and prices; environmental resources; foreign economic relations; incentives, management,
entrepreneurship and property rights; etc. Index is included.

VII.  Bibliography

B. By Subject

3. Fine Arts

Lovell, Hin-cheung. An Annotated Bibliography of Chinese Painting Catalogues and Related Texts. Ann Arbor : Center for
Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 1973.

Z5949 C5L67 1973 Blackader Ref
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Contains annotations of 130 works on Chinese paintings dated roughly from 1600 to 1970. Among them are 108 titles
included in an important reference work Li tai chu lu hua mu / ( : , 1993) by John C. Ferguson.
Each entry includes information of preface date if available, number of chapters, page and item numbers in Ferguson’ s
work, biographical information of author. Entries are organized in a chronological order according to the date of
compilation. Wade-Giles is applied and Chinese characters are used for names and titles. Index of names and index of titles
are provided.

Mu, I-chin / . Ming tai yuan t i Che p ai shih liao / .  : , 1985.

Z5949 C5M8 1985 McL CJK

Outlines the characteristics of imperial court style painting and Zhejiang School ( ) style painting in Ming dynasty
with biographical information about artists and commentary authors on the works.

Yuan, Tung-li. The T. L. Yuan Bibliography of Western Writings on Chinese Art and Archaeology. London: Mansell, 1975.

Z5961 C5Y9 1975 McL Ref

Lists 2278 books, reviews, catalogues of exhibitions and 8954 journal articles, special studies and other materials on
Chinese art and archaeology in Western languages published between 1920 and 1965. Also covers materials form Tibet,
Mongolia, Central Asia, Korea and Japan. Entries are grouped by format and further divided. Separate indexes of authors,
collectors and collections are included.

4. History

Brook, Timothy. Geographical Sources of Ming Qing History. Ann Arbor : The University of Michigan, 1988.

Z3106 B76 1988 McL Ref

The purpose of the guide is to introduce two genres of local-level sources for the study of China’ s social, economic, and
cultural history in the Ming-Qing period: route books and topographical and institutional gazetteers. The section of route
books contains 57 entries and they are organized into seven categories. The section of topographical and institutional
gazetteers contains 686 entries and they are grouped by location of the places they document. Pinyin system applied
throughout along with Chinese characters where needed. Index of authors, titles and prefectures, subprefectures and
counties are provided.

Chan, F. Gilbert. Nationalism in East Asia:  An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Works. New York : Garland Pub., 1981.

Z3001 C47 McL Ref

The work contains annotations of 288 monographs and journal articles on nationalism in East Asia. There are 6 chapters.
1) Chinese nationalism;  2) Communist nationalism in China;  3) Nationalism in China;  4) Nationalism in Japanese;  5)
The development of nationalism in prewar Japan;  6) Korean nationalism. Introduction proceeds each chapter. Entries are
in alphabetical order within chapters. Index is included.

Chang, Hui hai / . Chien kuo i lai Chung-kuo shih hsueh lun wen chi pien mu so yin /  .
, 1992.

Z3106 C53 1992 McL CJK

Chronological arranged entries in section 1 and by subject matters in section 2 cover 15,000 journal and newspaper articles
as well as some unpublished or internal documents on Chinese history. Includes author index.

Chung-kuo chin tai shih tsan kao shu mu chu pien / . : ,  1962.   

Z3106 C55 1962 McL CJK
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Lists works on Chinese modern history organized under general bibliography, bibliography of gazetteers, bibliography in
Japanese and bibliography in Western languages. Information about each entry included: title, author, publisher and
publication date and some even with locations. For journal and newspaper articles on Chinese ancient and medieval history
please see Chung-kuo ku tai chi chung shih chi shih pao kan lun wen tzu liao so yin / 

Z3106 C56 1959 McL CJK

Hsin hai ko ming shih chi chi kan chieh shao / . . : , 1982.  5v.

Z6958 C5H7 1982 McL CJK

42 articles about 42 periodicals dated from 1900 to 1918 are included. The library only has volume 2. No index is available
in this volume.

Hsu, Cho-yun. Bibliographic Notes on Studies of Early China. Hong Kong: Chinese Material Center, 1982.   

Z3108 A3H87 1982 McL Ref

The work briefly surveys the researches on ancient Chinese history (from Shang/  Dynasty to Han/  Dynasty) published
between 1949 and the early 1980s by scholars in Taiwan, China and Japan. Important or representative works are given
within the text. Wade-Giles system is applied and Chinese characters are provided where they are needed.  Index of authors
and titles are included.

Jung, Yuan / . Chin shih shu lu mu / . : , 1963.   

Z7059 J86 1963 McL CJK

Contains more than 10, 000 titles of works about inscription on bronze and stone collected or seen by  (the author’ s
brother). Entries divided into categories of general, bronze, coins, seals, stones, jade, shells and bones, pottery, bamboo and
wood. A supplement of 240 titles included. Index of author and title arranged by dynasty and radical are provided.

Michiko Kiyohara. China Watching by the Japanese: Reports and Investigations From the First Sino-Japanese War to the
Unification of China Under the Communist Party. California: Hoover Institution Press, 1987.   

Z3108 A5H66 1987 McL Ref

Contains 835 monograph titles of Japanese researchers on the late Qing to the end of the Republican period (1895-1949), as
well as 928 maps dated in 1930s. Entries are arranged by subjects then further subdivided by graphical area, within subject
entries listed by alphabetical order along with Japanese characters. Index of author, title is provided in the end and subject
index proceeds the text.

Pu, Mao-tso /  .Chia ku hsueh yu Shang shih lun chu mu lu /  . :  , 1991.

Z7059 P8 1991 McL CJK

Contains works about inscription on tortoise shells and bones which appeared between 1898 and 1987 by authors from
around the world.  The author also provides detailed contents descriptions of 18 important works in the field on pages 562-
589. 42 great contributors to the field with biographical information are included.

Stary, Giovanni. Manchu Studies: An International Bibliography. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1990. 3v.   

Z3108 E74S72 1990 McL Ref

Contains 4398 titles of monographs and journal articles on Manchu studies in Chinese, Japanese, Korean and English. CJK
characters along with English translations provided for works not in English. Entries are organized into nine broad
categories: catalogues; bibliographies; geography; ethnography; religion; history; language; literature and Sibe. Indexes of
authors, subjects and character index of East Asian journals and collective works are included in volume 3.

Sui Tang Wu tai shih lun chu mu lu / . . : , 1985.   
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Z3108 A3S78 1985 McL CJK

Contains titles of journal articles and monographs about history of Sui/ , Tang/  and Five Dynasties/  (581-960) which
appeared in China and Japan between 1900 and 1981.

Yu, Ping-kuen / . Ching chi ko ming yun tung ch i k an hsu mu hsuan chi / . Washington:
Association of Research Library, 1970.   

Z3106 Y78 McL CJK

It intended to assist users to identify materials on a particular topic: the revolutionary movement in China during the late
Qing period. Covers table of contents and inaugural manifests of 16 periodicals which appeared during the first decade of
the century in China, Hong Kong, Tokyo and Paris.

Yu, Ping-kuen / . Chung-kuo shih hsueh lun wen yin te /  1902-1962. : , 1963.

AI19 C5Y8 1963  McL CJK

Designed to assist scholars in locating articles on Chinese history which have appeared in Chinese learned journals during
the past 60 years. Contains 10, 325 article titles from 355 periodicals. Index of author by radicals and index of periodicals
by alphabetical order as well as numbers of stroke are included.

VII. Bibliography

B. By Subject

5. Law

Allen, Virginia. Doing Business with the People's Republic of China: A Selected Bibliography of English Language Sources in
the Underwood Law Library. Dallas: Southern Methodist University, 1983.

ZWH D68 Cutter Law

Covers English-language monographs, treaties, legal periodicals, journal and documents on Chinese business and
commercial law that held by the Underwood Law Library at Southern Methodist University. Alphabetical listed entries are
organized into 36 subjects and subdivided by the format of documents. No index.

Chung-hua jen min kung ho kuo fa lu ta tzu shu / . :  , 1991.

KNQ25 C48 1991 McL CJK

A comprehensive collection of Chinese legal documents cover 12 categories: constitutions, basic law of Hong Kong,
administration law, administrative lawsuit, criminal law, criminal suit, civil law, marriage law, civil action, economic law,
law of special economic zones and military law which legislated between 1949 and 1991. A concise annotation, the process
of legislation, basic content and main features of law proceeds the section and followed by the legal documents. Information
is current to April 1991. No index.

Pinard, Jeanette L. The People's Republic of China : A Bibliography of Selected English-Language Legal Materials.
Washington, D.C.: Law Library, Library of Congress, 1985.

Z663.5 P397 1985 Law

Aims to provide a comprehensive list of legal materials available in English on Chinese law published since 1972. Entries
are in alphabetical order and organized into 26 topic areas and further arranged by the format of documents.
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Yuan, Kun-hsiang / . Fa lu lun wen fen lei so yin / . : , 1963.   

Z3103 Y9x McL CJK

Contains titles of journal articles published in legal or other periodicals from 1947 to 1963. Entries are divided into 94
categories, there is no organization of chronological order or radical matter within a subdivision. An index to periodicals by
radical proceeds the text.

VII.  Bibliography

B. By Subject

6. Language & Literature

a. General

Chang, Mo / . Tang tai Tai-wan tso chia pien mu, 1949-1993 / , 1949 –1993. : ,  1994.

Z3118 A5C46 1994 McL CJK

Includes only authors of works were published by  publishing house, along with the other works by the author
published between 1949 and 1993. Entries arranged according to author’ s age, which means old  listed first and young
appeared later. Each entry contains biography information and a list of works by the author. Miscellaneous information
includes commentary of the works, chronology of  publishing house, and a list of modern Taiwan writers with their date
of birth and areas of writing.

Chinese-English and English-Chinese Dictionaries in the Library of Congress: An Annotated Bibliography. Washington:
Library of Congress, 1977.

Z3109 U53 1977 McL Ref

Contains 569 numbered entries of Library of Congress’ s holdings of Chinese-English and English-Chinese dictionaries and
glossaries on all subjects, as well as certain polyglot and multilingual dictionaries. Entries grouped into special subject
dictionaries and general language dictionaries and further divided. Each entry includes completed bibliographical as well as
availability, call number and annotation. Indexes of author and titles as well as a list of author and title in Chinese
characters are included.

Chu, Pao-liang. Twentieth-Century Chinese Writers and Their Pen Names. Boston, G. K. Hall, 1977.

PL2277 C577 1977 McL Ref

Authors in all disciplines are covered in this work, arranged alphabetically by Wade-Giles, with both original names and
pen names in one sequence. As pseudonyms are adopted habitually by Chinese writers, this is an important tool in literary
and historical research.

Chung-kuo ku tien wen hsueh yen chiu lun wen so yin : tseng ting pen, 1949-1966 /  ( ), 1949-1966.
: , 1980.   

Z3108 L5C846 1980  McL CJK

Part one is an index of journal and newspaper articles about Chinese classical literature which appeared between 1949 and
1962;  part two contains index of journal and newspapers on the same subject appeared between 1963 and June 1966. No
index.
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Dolezelova-Velingerova, Milena. A Selective Guide to Chinese Literature, 1900-1949. Leiden, New York: E. J. Brill, 1988. 4v.

PL2302 S45 1988 McL Ref

The aim of the bibliographical essays in these four volumes is to facilitate the first stage of research for anyone who
interested in twentieth century Chinese literature. Each volume covers approximately 100 works on a genre: novel, short
story, poetry, and drama. Major information of each entry contains: biographical data concerning the author,
bibliographical information concerning the first edition of the work; summary of the content along with analysis or
appraisal of the work; and English or other European language translations of the work. All entries are signed and include
references. Indexes to author’s name including pseudonyms and alternative names, and publishers .

Hu, Wen-kai /  . Li tai fu nu chu tso kao / . : , 1985.

Z3108 L5H813 1985 McL, CJK

Covers over 4000 Chinese women writers and their works dating from 206 BC to 1911. Entries are grouped by dynasty and
further arranged by author’s  surname. Each entry includes title, author, indication of which bibliography or Collected work
included the title, marriage statues, and citations of records about the author and her works from other bibliographies or
sources. The length of entries varies from pages to a sentence. Appendix includes a list of woman magazine and newspapers
published between 1903 and 1934 in China, references and index of titles.

Idema, Wilt and Haft, Lloyd. A Guide to Chinese Literature. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, Center for Chinese Studies,
1997.   

PL2271 I3413 1997 McL Ref

Analyzes specific features that characterized the Chinese literary tradition 1). from its beginning until the early 20th
century; 2). from the earliest times to the invention of paper; 3). from the invention of paper to the spread of book printing;
4). from the spread of book printing to the introduction of Western printing methods; 5). the transition to modern literature;
6). modern literature. The selective bibliography in English, French, German and Dutch are arranged by chapter and
subject (p. 303 - 446). Pinyin system is used and Chinese characters appear in glossary-index.

Shih nien lai chu pan ti shih wan tzu i shang ti hsiao shuo mu lu / 10 . Reprinted by Center for
Chinese Research Materials, 1959.   

Z3108 L5S44 1959a McL CJK

This selected bibliography consisting of three lists, is reprinted in its original form as published in the National
bibliography (1959, no. 22 and 29). The title of the first list (in translation) is Catalog of novels with more than 100,000
characters published during the last ten years. The 2nd list consists: pt. 1: A catalog of the history of PLA;  pt. 2: A catalog
of selected literary writings reflecting the People's Army since the founding of the Republic;  pt. 3: A catalog of soldiers'
writings from Jan. 1958 to June 1959.

VII.  Bibliography

B. By Subject

6.  Language & Literature

b. Fiction

Bery, Margaret. The Chinese Classic Novels: An Annotated Bibliography of Chiefly English Language Studies. New York:
Garland Publishing, 1988.   

Z3108 L5B47 1988 McL Ref
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This annotated bibliography is designed for Chinese literature teachers without competence in Chinese. Six classical literary
works are covered. Under each work information is grouped into translations and studies, an introduction about the work by
the author is also included. Index of authors and titles.

Chung-kuo tung su hsiao shuo tsung mu ti yao / . : , 1990.   

Z3108 L5C88 1990 McL CJK

Contains 1164 abstracts of popular novels dated from Tang dynasty to the end of Qing dynasty. Information for each entry
includes title, author, edition, abbreviated content and chapter titles. Entries are arranged roughly chronologically. Index of
titles by Pinyin alphabetical order and by radicals, index of author by Pinyin alphabetical order are provided.

Louie, Kam & Eduards, Louise. Bibliography of English Translations and Critiques of Contemporary Chinese Fiction 1945-
1992. Taipei : Center for Chinese Studies, 1993.

 
Z3108 L5L68 1993 McL Ref

List 2900 titles of translation and critiques of fictions written in the period of 1945-1992 published in China, Taiwan and
Hong Kong. Entries are arranged alphabetically under headings: general anthologies of translated fictions, translations of
Mainland fiction, criticism of Mainland fiction, translation of fiction from Taiwan and Hong Kong, criticism of fiction from
Taiwan and Hong Kong. Chinese characters used where needed and Pinyin system applied for author’s name.  No index.

Sun, Kai-ti / . Jih-pen Tung-ching so chien hsiao shuo shu mu / . :  , 1991.   

Z3108 L5S86 1958 McL CJK

This annotated bibliography of fiction consists of a catalogue of Chinese novels seen by the author in libraries and private
collections in Tokyo followed by novels seen by the author in Da lian library, China. No index.

Yang, Winston L. Y. and Mao, Nathan K. Modern Chinese Fiction: A Guide to its Study and Appreciation Essays and
Bibliographies. Boston: G. K. Hall, 1981.   

Z3108 L5Y293 1981 McL Ref

The work consists of essays and bibliographies. Four essays served as an introduction to modern Chinese fiction; the
annotated bibliography lists about 950 English-language studies and translations of modern Chinese fiction dated form
1954 to 1979. A combined index is included.

Yang, Winston L. [et al.]. Classical Chinese Fiction : A Guide to its Study and Appreciation: Essays and Bibliographies. Boston
:

G. K. Hall & Co.   

Z3108 L5Y29 1978 McL Ref

Nine essays (p.3-116) provide an introduction to the major classical novels and short stories; the annotated bibliographies
(p. 119-278) cover about 990 books, monographs, journal articles and dissertations dated from 1951 to 1976, primarily in
English, some in French and German. Entries are arranged chronologically and a combined index is included. Glossary of
Chinese authors, titles and terms in both Wade-Giles romanization and Chinese characters is provided.

VII.  Bibliography

B. By Subject

6. Language & Literature

c. Theater
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Chuang, I-fu / . Ku tien hsi chu tsun mu hui  kao / . : , 1982. 3 v.

Z3108 L5C5353 1982 McL CJK

Contains annotations of about 4750 titles of Chinese classical plays dated from 1127 to 1911. Considered the most
comprehensive bibliography in its kind. Indexes of authors and play titles are included in the volume 3.

Lopez, Manuel D. Chinese Drama: An Annotated Bibliography of Commentary, Criticism and Plays in English Translation.
Metuchen: Scarecrow Press, 1991.   

Z3108 L5L67 1991 McL Ref

Part one includes 1395 title of articles, books, book chapters, dissertations and theses in English concerning all aspects of
Chinese drama from early time to 1985, followed by an index. Part two includes 1929 entries of English translation of
Chinese plays and commentaries, followed by an index. Most of entries contain annotations and are arranged alphabetically.

Mao, Keng-ju / . Mu-lien tzu liao pien mu kai lueh / . : , 1993.   

Z3108 L5M36 1993 McL CJK

This annotated bibliography lists works and articles about Chinese folk drama under 14 topics. A second part covers full
text scripts of folk plays (Mu-lien) arranged provinces in China.

Peng, Fei / . Hsi wen hsu lu / . : , 1993.

Z3108 L5P45 1993 McL CJK

Provides extensive annotations for about 390 folk drama Nan Plays (  ) and is considered the most comprehensive
research aid to Nan Plays. Entries organized according to number of radical of Chinese characters.

VII.  Bibliography

B.  By Subject

6. Language & Literature

d. Poetry

Chang, Mo / . Tai-wan hsien tai shih pien mu, 1949-1991 / , 1949-1991. : , 1992.   

Z3108 L5C428 1992 McL CJK

Includes poems of modern Taiwanese poets published in Taiwan from 1949 to 1991. Entries are grouped into individual
poets and their poems; collections of selected poems; collection of commentary on poems; list of journals etc. Miscellaneous
information includes chronology of modern Taiwanese poetry and date of birth/death and birthplace. Index of authors/titles
is included.

Hiraoka, Takeo. Tang tai ti shih pien / . :  , 1991.

Z3108 L5H5313 1991 McL CJK

Aims to provide a comprehensive view on poetry of Tang dynasty poets (618-907). 2955 poets along with 49,475 their
poems and 1334 lines scattered in Collected works by unknown authors (p. 1519-1573) are covered. Entries arranged by
sequence number that signed to poets. Name index is included.

Huang, Chi-ch ih. A Research Guide to English Translation of Chinese Verse (Han dynasty toTang Dynasty). Hong Kong:
Chinese University Press, 1977.
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Z3108 L5W6 McL Ref

A guide to 2952 English translations of Chinese verse from the Han to the Tang Dynasty. Each entry includes the poet’ s
name in Chinese and Pinyin, the title of the poem in Chines and the English translation. Organized in sequence following
two anthologies of Chinese poetry: the Chuan Han San-Kou Chin Nan-pei-chao shih / ( : ,
1959) by Ting Fu-pao ( ) and Chuan Tang shih / (PL2531 C49 1967 Mcl CJK). Separate indexes include title,
first lines, name of poets in Chinese and in English and translators.

Wan, Man / . Tang chi hsu lu / . : , 1980.   

Z3108 L5W25 1980 McL CJK

Contains bibliographical essays on 108 poets of Tany dynasty (618-907) and their works along with textual research.

VII. Bibliography

B. By Subject

7. Medicine

Aschoff, Jurgen C. Annotated Bibliography of Tibetan Medicine (1789-1995).  Ulm: Fabri Verlag, 1996.

ZWB50 JT5 A813 1996 Osler Ref

Covers 1711 journal articles, monographs and other written sources on Tibetan medicine mainly in Chinese, English,
French, German and Russian appeared/published between 1789 and 1995 from all over the world. Most entries are
annotated with some exceptions; most annotations are in English with German annotations for works in German. All
entries are in alphabetic order. No index, however one can consult online searchable version at http://www.uni-
ulm.de/~jaschoff/bibli2.htm

Catalogue of Chinese Books and Manuscripts in the Library of The Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine. London:
Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, 1994.

Z6611 M5W447 1994 Osler Ref

Describes block-printed books, manuscripts, prints and illustrated materials related to Chinese medicine history and allied
subject collected by the Institute. Wellcome is the major collection of oriental materials in Europe. Brief annotations of 88
titles are covered in the section of Medicine, botany, science and technology; and annotations of 122 titles are included in
the section of humanities and social science. Special attention paid to the variation editions. Appendices include 18 titles
published under the Wellcome China Publication Fund and 314 titles of Modern Chinese editions. Wade-Giles is used
throughout and Chinese characters are used for personal names and titles. Separate index of titles, personal names and
publishers, booksellers and printers are provided.

Chung-kuo i hsueh shu mu / . : , 1971. 2v.

R601 M35 1971 McL CJK

Covers medical works in Chinese that were collected by the Research Institute of Chinese Medicine at Man-chou Medical
University. Entries are grouped into 20 categories. Separate index of titles and authors.

8. Military

 Hsu, Pao-lin / . Chung-kuo ping shu chih chien lu / . : , 1988.   

Z6752 C5H88 1988 McL CJK
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Lists Chinese military works which appeared before 1911 as well as research and translation works about them.  It listed 3,
380 titles including 2,308 extant works and 1072 only known by titles. Entries are arranged in chronological order and
extant works proceed the extant titles. The extant works indicate a library which owns the work.

Liu, Shen-ning / . Chung-kuo ping shu tsung mu / . : , 1990.   

Z6721 L55 1990 McL CJK

4221 Chinese military works, dating from early time to 1911, are covered; 525 contain annotations. Index of authors, titles
and subjects proceed the text. Entries are arranged chronologically by dynasty.

Sun-tzu hsueh wen hsien ti yao / . : ,  1994.

Z6722 S853S85 1994 McL CJK

1, 849 works on Sun Zi and his military thought in both Chinese and non-Chinese are included. Entries grouped into
Chinese journal articles, Chinese monographs and works in non-Chinese language. All groups arranged in chronological
order. An index to works of Sun Zi is listed alphabetically and with an indication of a library owns them.

VII. Bibliography

B. By Subject

9. Politics & Social Issues

Hung wei ping tzu liao mu lu / . : , 1970.

Z3108 A5Y8 McL CJK

A bibliography of materials published by the Red Guard between 1966 and 1968 that collected by You Lian Institute in
Hong Kong. Part one includes 58 titles of booklets and magazine; part two includes 561 titles of newspapers and part 3
contains miscellaneous items. No index.

I-mu. Unofficial Documents of the Democracy Movement in Communist China 1978-1981. California: Hoover Institution,
1986.   

Z3108 U5H66 1986 McL Ref

Lists materials collected by the Hoover Institute on War, Revolution, and Peace in four sections: 1) 70 titles of unofficial
Chinese journals; 2) 67 unofficial journals from 1979 to 1980 which appeared outside Beijing; 3) list of Chinese unofficial
publications of the democracy movements 1978-1980 that contains 27 journals and 22 miscellanies;  4) collection of the
underground publications that contains 25 journal and miscellaneous item. Chronological events of the democracy
movement proceed the bibliography. No index.

Ma, Weiyi. A Bibliography of Chinese-Language Materials on the People's Communes. University of Michigan, 1982.   

Z3108 A5M3 1982 McL Ref

Lists more than 2800 learned article which appeared in 137 Chinese journals between 1957 and the mid-1960s on the
people’s  communes. Entries are with very brief descriptions of contents and organized into 15 subject areas and arranged
chronologically by year, then by Pinyin alphabetical order. Titles are in the form of Pinyin romanization, Chinese characters
and English translations. Index is included.

Song, Yongyi and Sun Dajin. The Cultural Revolution : A Bibliography, 1966-1996. Cambridge : Harvard-Yenching Library,
Harvard University, 1998.   
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Z3108 A5S86 1998 McL Ref

Includes more than 6000 monographs as well journal and newspaper articles in Chinese, Japanese, and Western languages
(primarily English). Unpublished dissertations and theses are also included, as are a small number of videotapes and sound
recordings. Entries are organized into fourteen broad categories then arranged by Pinyin alphabetical order. Entries are in
romanization as well as Chinese and Japanese characters. Indexes of author and title are provided.

VII. Bibliography

B. By Subject

10. Regional Studies

Jacobs J. Bruce ... [et al.]. Taiwan: A Comprehensive Bibliography of English Language Publications. Victoria, New York:
Brochardt Library, East Asian Institute, 1984.   

Z3116 J33 1984 McL Ref

About 2700 titles of English-language publications about Taiwan published between 1945 and 1980 are included. Covers 18
subject areas and with emphasis on publications in the social sciences and humanities. A combined index of authors,
corporate authors, editors and titles is included.

Lee, Wei Chin. Taiwan. Oxford: CLIO Press, 1990.   

Z3111 L44 1990 McL Ref

This selective annotated bibliography contains 825 monographs, journal articles with small number of dissertations and
official reports on various aspects of Taiwan, primarily in English. Entries cover 37 subject areas or topics. Indexes of
authors, titles and subjects are included.

Pinford,  John. Tibet. Oxford: CLIO Press, 1991.   

Z3107 T5P56 1991 McL Ref

This selective annotated bibliography contains 559 monographs (mostly current materials) on various aspects of Tibet
covering 25 subject areas or topics, primarily in English. Indexes of authors, titles and subjects are included.

Scott, Ian. Hong Kong. Oxford: CLIO Press, 1990.   

Z3107 H7S26 1990 McL Ref

This annotated bibliography contains 838 monographs on various aspects of Hong Kong covering 30 subject areas or topics,
primarily in English. Indexes of authors, titles and subjects are included.

11. Women

Cheng, Lucie … [et al. ]. Women in China: Bibliography of Available English Language Materials. Berkeley: Institute of East
Asian Studies. University of California, 1984.   

Z7964 C5C47 1984 McL Ref

Designed to provide an introductory resource for students and scholars in the fields of East Asian Studies and women’s
studies. Lists 4107 monograph and article titles classified under twelve general subject headings. Some entries with very
brief annotations. Author index and index of Chinese women as subjects are included.

Chin tai Chung-kuo fu nu shih Chung wen tzu liao mu lu / . . : , 1995.
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Z7964 C5C48 1995 McL CJK

13, 533 monograph, thesis, journal article titles on Chinese women dating back to the 17 century are included. Entries
divided into 18 categories and arranged by chronological sequence. Author index by alphabetical order for non-Chinese
authors by stroke for Chinese authors are provided.

Hu, Wen-kai /  . Li tai fu nu chu tso kao / . : , 1985.

See VII, Part B, Section 6, General
Z3108 L5H813 1985 McL CJK

Tai-wan fu nu yen chiu wen hsien mu lu / . :  , 1990.   

Z7964 T3T35 1990 McL CJK

1,699 monographs, thesis, dissertation and a few important journal article titles on women and gender studies dating from
1900 to 1990 are included. Entries classified into 11 categories and arranged alphabetically. Author index by stroke for
Chinese authors and by alphabetical order for non-Chinese authors are included.

Wei, Karen T. Women in China: A Selected and Annotated Bibliography. Westport (Conn.), London: Greenwood Press, 1984.  

Z7964 C5W44 1984 McL Ref

This annotated bibliography contains 1100 entries to books and articles covering both historical and contemporary China,
including Taiwan. Entries are organized into fourteen broad subject headings: bibliography; biography; education; family
planning, fertility and health; female roles, social status and customs; feminism and the women’ s movement; general
works and history; legal status, laws; literature and the arts; marriage and the family; philosophy and religion; politics and
government; and special issues of journals. Works are mainly in English, some important titles in European languages are
also included. Indexes of author and title are provided.

VII. Bibliography

C. Dissertations

Reynolds, Michael M. Guide to Theses and Dissertations : An International Bibliography Of Bibliographies. Phoenix, AZ: Oryx
Press, 1985.

Z5053 R49 1985 McL Ref

This international listing of theses and dissertations bibliography contains Asia section under category of Area Studies (pp.
33-39) which covers 77 annotated bibliographies as well as completed bibliographical information. Separate indexes of
institutions, names and journal titles, and subject are included.

Gordon, Leonard H. D. and Shulman, Frank J. Doctoral Dissertations on China : A Bibliography of Studies in Western
Languages, 1945-1970. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1972.   

Z3106 G65 McL Ref

Shulman, Frank J. Doctoral Dissertations on China , 1971-1975 : A Bibliography of Studies in Western Languages. Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1978.   

Z3106 G65 suppl. McL Ref

Covers dissertation titles in Western language (were completed in Australia, central and western Europe, and North
America) submitted between 1945 and 1970 that concern China, Mongolia, Tibet and the various overseas Chinese
communities. Entries organized into 6 broad categories: general & miscellaneous; China before 1800; China 1800-1949;
China since 1949; the humanities and natural sciences and overseas Chinese communities. Entries in the second title are
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organized into 25 subjects. Major information in each entry including the author, the title, the university, date completed,
and Dissertation Abstract reference. Author, institution and subject indexes are included in both titles. 228 dissertation
titles that did not include in the previous volume is provided in the second title.

Shulman, Frank J. Doctoral Dissertations on China and on Inner Asia , 1976-1990 : A Bibliography of Studies in Western
Languages.  Westport : Greenwood, 1998.   

Z3106 G65 suppl. 2 McL Ref

This annotated bibliography contains 10, 293 dissertation titles in Western language with exception of 87 titles in Asian
languages. Entries are organized into 46 subjects. Major information in each entry includes author, title, institution, page
number, DAI volume and number, indication of availability of the dissertation etc. Brief annotation of the scope and
contents are useful. Author, institutional and subject indexes are included.


